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We investigate low-scale resonant leptogenesis in an SUð5Þ × T 13 model where a single high-energy
phase in the complex tribimaximal seesaw mixing produces the yet to be observed low-energy Dirac and
Majorana CP phases. A fourth right-handed neutrino, required to generate viable light neutrino masses
within this scenario, also turns out to be necessary for successful resonant leptogenesis where CP
asymmetry is produced by the same high-energy phase. We derive a lower bound on the right-handed
neutrino mass spectrum in the GeV range, where part of the parameter space, although in tension with big
bang nucleosynthesis constraints, can be probed in planned high-intensity experiments like DUNE. We
also find the existence of a curious upper bound (TeV-scale) on the right-handed neutrino mass spectrum in
majority of the parameter space due to significant washout of the resonant asymmetry by lighter right-
handed neutrinos. While in most of the parameter space of our model classical Boltzmann equations are
sufficient, when right-handed neutrino masses are below the electroweak sphalerons freeze-out temperature
we resort to the more general density matrix formalism to take into account decays and oscillations of the
right-handed neutrinos as well as their helicities which are relevant when they are relativistic.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While leptonic mixing angles and neutrino mass-squared
differences have been measured rather precisely, the
mechanism behind them is still an open question. A
plausible explanation of the small neutrino mass scale
mν is through the seesaw mechanism [1–5] mν ∼ cv2=Λ
where v ¼ 174 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expectation
value (VEV), c is a dimensionless number and Λ is a
new physics (seesaw) scale where the lepton number is
violated. This type of model also provides an opportunity to
explain the observed baryon asymmetry through lepto-
genesis [6]1 at the cosmic temperature T ∼ Λ. As long as a
lepton asymmetry is generated above the temperature
Tsph ∼ 131.7 GeV [16] when the electroweak-sphaleron
interactions are in thermal equilibrium, a baryon asymme-
try will also be induced.

The scale of the neutrino mass mν ∼ 0.1 eV imposes
Λ=c ∼ 1014 GeV; depending on the details of the ultra-
violet-complete model, leptogenesis can be viable for Λ
ranging from 1 GeV to 1014 GeV. In the simplest scenario,
one introduces some heavy right-handed neutrinos with
Majorana mass M ∼ Λ and they are singlets under the
Standard Model (SM) gauge interactions. The CP asym-
metry from the decays of right-handed neutrinos can be
estimated to be ϵ ∼mνM=ð16πv2Þ. A sufficiently large CP
asymmetry ϵ≳ 10−7, which generates adequate baryon
asymmetry, imposes the so-called Davidson-Ibarra bound
M ≳ 109 GeV [17]. Nevertheless, if a pair of right-handed
neutrinos are quasidegenerate in mass, the CP asymmetry
can be resonantly enhanced [18,19] and the lower bound on
M comes only from the requirement that sufficient baryon
asymmetry is induced at T > Tsph. These type of low-scale
seesaw models have the virtue of being directly probed in
experiments.
In the resonant leptogenesis scenario, leptogenesis can

proceed through oscillations [20] (see a recent review [21])
among the right-handed neutrinos or through their decays
[19] (see a recent review [22]). In the former scenario, the
typical mass scale is M ∼ 0.1 GeV–1 GeV since oscilla-
tions take place at a higher scale T ≫ M (see some recent
studies [23–25]), while in the latter scenario, the require-
ment that sufficient amount of the right-handed neutrinos
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1For reviews on leptogenesis, see for example Refs. [7–15].
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should decay above Tsph imposes a lower bound on their
mass, M ≳ Tsph. The lower bound can in fact be much
lower—down to the GeV scale for the case of zero initial
abundance of right-handed neutrinos—since baryon asym-
metry is generated at an earlier stage T > M through
inverse decays. This is confirmed in several recent studies
[26,27] and is also consistent with our finding in this work.
As shown in Ref. [27], there is some overlap in the
parameter space between resonant leptogenesis from oscil-
lation and from decay, though in the latter case the required
mass splitting of quasidegenerate right-handed neutrinos is
required to be much smaller. When M ≲ Tsph, relativistic
effects [28], and in particular, the effect from the helicities
of Ni [23,27,29–35] become relevant. In this regime, we
resort to using the density matrix equations [23] which take
into account the oscillations among families of right-
handed neutrinos of respective helicities.
In this work, we focus on the regime where resonant

leptogenesis predominantly occurs through decays (though
the effects of oscillation are also taken into account) of the
right-handed neutrinos within a specific model based on
SUð5Þ grand unified theory2 (GUT) supplemented by a
discrete family symmetry T 13 [42–45]. With the family
symmetry broken by the familon VEVs around the GUT
scale, this model is able to explain the observed hierarchical
mass spectra in the charged fermion sector from symmetry
arguments [42–44]. Large mixing angles observed in the
lepton sector, unlike the quark sector, may also be directly
linked with the family symmetry.3 The large atmospheric
and solar angles in the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(PMNS) matrix can be naturally explained via the well-
motivated tribimaximal (TBM) mixing matrix [50–56], and
T 13 is a suitable family symmetry group to produce this
TBM structure.4 In this framework, TBM neutrino mixing
arises from the alignment of the vacuum structure of a
minimal number of familons that give rise to the Dirac-
Yukawa and the Majorana matrices in the seesaw formula.
In order to explain the neutrino observables, a total of four
right-handed neutrinos are needed in this SUð5Þ setup
[44,45], which has nontrivial consequences on the resonant
leptogenesis process we study in this work.
This model contains very few free parameters, which set

the scale of the Dirac-Yukawa and Majorana matrices. In
particular, the seesaw scale remains arbitrary since one has
the freedom to adjust the scale of Dirac-Yukawa couplings
accordingly such that the light neutrino mass matrix
remains unchanged [44]. Since the mass scale of the
right-handed neutrinos is not fixed, it is interesting to
explore the implication of both the high-scale and the

low-scale masses on leptogenesis. In Ref. [45], high-scale
masses of Oð1011–12Þ GeV have been shown to generate
successful flavored leptogenesis. The goal of this paper is
to explore if the mass scale can be low, preferably of
OðGeV–TeVÞ, and baryon asymmetry can still be
explained via resonant leptogenesis. This opens up the
possibility to test the model at low-energy experiments to
be detailed later in the text.
As shown in Ref. [45], the total CP asymmetry is always

vanishing in unflavored leptogenesis and leptogenesis can
only proceed when the lepton-flavor effects are relevant, i.e.,
T ≲ 1012 GeV. Ref. [45] also shows that a symmetric
familon VEV configuration to generate the Majorana mass
entries of the right-handed neutrinos cannot lead to a
successful leptogenesis.Hence,we focus on the next simplest
scenario where one component of the familon VEV is lifted
by a factor f ≠ 1. Since the masses of all the right-handed
neutrinos are related, this allows us to identify a unique
quasidegenerate mass pair consisting of the heaviest right-
handed neutrinos in the spectrum, for which resonant lepto-
genesis is viable. It turns out that the fourth right-handed
neutrinowarranted to explain the neutrino observables is also
crucial for viable resonant leptogenesis within this scenario.
Imposing the resonance condition that the mass differ-

ence between the resonant pairs is of the order of their
average decay width, we derive lower bounds on the right-
handed neutrino mass spectrum as a function of the factor
f. Nontrivially, we also obtain upper bounds on right-
handed neutrino mass spectrum for large f. This upper
bound appears due to the existence of lighter right-handed
neutrinos which can wash out the asymmetry generated by
the heavier quasidegenerate pair. Since all the parameters
are related at resonance, we are able to plot the mixing
elements of right-handed neutrinos with active neutrinos as
function of their masses. Interestingly, some of the param-
eter space is constrained by the big bang nucleosynthesis
(BBN) observables while the rest would be interesting for
experiments searching for heavy neutral leptons {such as
search for hidden particles (SHiP) [61–63] and deep
underground neutrino experiment (DUNE) [64,65]}.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review

the motivation for and the key features of the SUð5Þ × T 13

model. Conditions for resonant leptogenesis are discussed
in Sec. III, and further specifications of resonant lepto-
genesis in the context of the SUð5Þ × T 13 framework are
detailed in Sec. IV. Our results and experimental constraints
are presented in Sec. V, and finally we conclude in Sec. VI.
In Appendix A, we discuss other possible choices of flavor
VEV configurations of the model while in Appendix B, we
collect the density matrix equations that we use in the
regime when M ≲ Tsph.

II. THE SUð5Þ × T 13 MODEL

The SUð5Þ × T 13 model constructs the “asymmetric
texture” [42] aiming to generate the required “Cabibbo

2Grand unified theories were initially proposed in
Refs. [36–41].

3For recent reviews on flavor puzzle, see for example
Refs. [46–49].

4For studies of the Standard Model supplemented by T 13

group, see Refs. [57–60].
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haze” [66–71] in order to supplement the TBM seesaw
mixing to reproduce the observed PMNS mixing angles. Its
structure is inspired by the SUð5Þ Georgi-Jarlskog texture
[72] where the down-type quark and charged-lepton
Yukawa matrices Yð−1

3
Þ and Yð−1Þ, respectively, are gener-

ated by coupling of the 5̄ and 45 Higgs to the fermions in 5̄
and 10 representations of SUð5Þ, and are related by

Yð−1
3
Þ ¼ Y 5̄ þ Y45; Yð−1Þ ¼ YT

5̄ − 3YT
45
:

Assuming a diagonal hierarchical up-type quark Yukawa
matrix Yð2

3
Þ, a bottom-up approach finds that symmetric

Yukawa textures fall short in explaining the nonzero reactor
angle [42,70]. The minimal required asymmetry results in
the following set of Yukawas [42]

Yð2
3
Þ ∼ diagðλ8; λ4; 1Þ;

Yð−1
3
Þ ∼

0
BB@

2
3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ η2

p
λ4 λ3

3
A

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ η2

p
λ3

λ3

3
λ2

3
Aλ2

2λ
3A Aλ2 1

1
CCA;

Yð−1Þ ∼

0
BB@

2
3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ η2

p
λ4 λ3

3
2λ
3A

λ3

3
−λ2 Aλ2

A
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ η2

p
λ3 Aλ2 1

1
CCA: ð1Þ

Here A ≃ 0.81, λ ≃ 0.225, ρ ≃ 0.135, and η ≃ 0.35 are
the Wolfenstein parameters [73]. The only 45 coupling is in
the (22) element of Yð−1

3
Þ and Yð−1Þ. Unitary diagonalization

of the Yukawa matrices give YðqÞ ¼ UðqÞDðqÞVðqÞ† , where
Uð−1

3
Þ ¼ UCKM and

Uð−1Þ ¼

0
BB@

1 − ð 2
9A2 þ 1

18
Þλ2 λ

3
2λ
3A

− λ
3

1 − λ2

18
Aλ2

− 2λ
3A ð−A − 2

9AÞλ2 1 − 2λ2

9A2

1
CCA

þOðλ3Þ: ð2Þ

The matrices in Eq. (1) yield the GUT-scale mass ratios
of quarks and charged leptons and Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) mixing angles of quarks. The lepton
mixing PMNS matrix is an overlap between Uð−1Þ and the
TBM seesaw mixing with a single phase δ,

UPMNS¼Uð−1Þ†UTBMðδÞ;

where; UTBMðδÞ¼diagð1;1;eiδÞ

0
BBB@

ffiffi
2
3

q
1ffiffi
3

p 0

− 1ffiffi
6

p 1ffiffi
3

p 1ffiffi
2

p

1ffiffi
6

p − 1ffiffi
3

p 1ffiffi
2

p

1
CCCA: ð3Þ

The phase δ is crucial to reproduce the experimentally
observed PMNS angles. We note that its placement in
Eq. (3) is minimal (only one phase is required) and it is
unique in the sense that if it were placed in any other entry
of the diagonal phase matrix and/or if the phase matrix were
placed to the right of the real TBMmatrix, the values of the
PMNS angles would no longer be consistent with PDG
data [74].
The TBM phase δ generates both the DiracCP phase δCP

and the Majorana phases in the PMNS matrix (to be
discussed later in the text). For 66° ≤ jδj ≤ 85° [42,45],
all the PMNS mixing angles are generated within 3σ of
corresponding PDG values [74] and Dirac CP phase δCP is
predicted to be 1.27π ≤ jδCPj ≤ 1.35π [42,45], consistent
with the PDG fit δPDGCP ¼ 1.36� 0.17π [74]. The sign of δ
remains unresolved at this stage and a negative sign of δ
corresponds to a positive sign of δCP in the above range.
Seeking to motivate the asymmetry in the texture from a

discrete family symmetry, the order 39 subgroup T 13 ≡
Z13⋊Z3 [75–82] of SUð3Þ appears to be the best candidate
[43]. This group has two different complex-triplet repre-
sentations, required to generate an asymmetric term natu-
rally. In Refs. [43,44], the structure and key features of the
Yukawas of Eq. (1) and the complex TBM mixing of
Eq. (3) are explained by constructing an SUð5Þ × T 13

model augmented by a Z12 ‘shaping’ symmetry.5

Introducing four right-handed neutrinos—the fourth
required to resolve the discrepancy with oscillation data
[74]—this model predicts normal ordering of the light
neutrino masses through the seesaw mechanism.
The seesaw sector of the model which is relevant to our

discussion is described by the following Lagrangian [44],

Lss ⊃ yAFΛH̄5 þ y0AN̄ Λ̄φA þ yBN̄ N̄ φB þMΛΛ̄Λ

þ y0vN̄4Λ̄φv þMN̄4N̄4: ð4Þ

The charged leptons contained in the field F couple to the
right-handed neutrinos N̄ and N̄4 through a heavy vector-
like messenger Λ and familons φA, φB, and φv. yX are
dimensionless Yukawa couplings;MΛ andM are masses of
Λ and N̄4. We assume that the messenger Λ is heavier than
the family symmetry-breaking scale and can be integrated
out. The Lagrangian in Eq. (4) then becomes

Lss ⊃
1

MΛ
yAy0AFN̄H̄5φA þ 1

MΛ
yAy0vFN̄4H̄5φv

þ yBN̄ N̄ φB þMN̄4N̄4: ð5Þ

5Ref. [44] also discusses a slightly different model with a Z14

‘shaping’ symmetry, which will remain beyond the scope of this
paper. Also, see Ref. [83] for a different realization of the TBM
phase from residual and generalized CP symmetries.
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The transformation properties of the fields under SUð5Þ,
T 13, and Z12 symmetries are given in Table I.
The T 13 × Z12 symmetry is spontaneously broken by

the following chosen VEVs of the familons (for details, see
Ref. [44])

yAy0AhφAi0 ¼
MΛ

v

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mνb1b2b3

p
ð−b−12 eiδ; b−11 ; b−13 Þ;

yBhφBi0 ¼ ðb1; b2; b3Þ;

yAy0vhφvi0 ¼
MΛ

v

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mm0

v

p
ð2;−1; eiδÞ; ð6Þ

where b1; b2; b3;M ≠ 0, and v ¼ 174 GeV is the VEV of
the Standard Model Higgs. Notice that in Eq. (6), the VEV
of the familon φA is related to the VEVof φB. Alignment of
these VEVs are assumed [44] to ensure that the seesaw
matrix is diagonalized by the complex TBMmatrix, and the
TBM phase δ which eventually generates both the Dirac
and Majorana phases in the PMNS matrix, arises from the
vacuum structure of the familons. The last two terms of
Eq. (5) give the following Majorana matrix,

M≡

0
BBB@

0 b2 b3 0

b2 0 b1 0

b3 b1 0 0

0 0 0 M

1
CCCA; ð7Þ

whereas the first two terms generate the operators FN̄H̄5

and FN̄4H̄5 that yield the following Yukawa matrix,

Yð0Þ ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b1b2b3mν

p
v

0
BBBBB@

0 b−13 0 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mm0

v
b1b2b3mν

q

b−11 0 0 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mm0

v
b1b2b3mν

q

0 0 −eiδb−12 eiδ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mm0

v
b1b2b3mν

q

1
CCCCCA
:

ð8Þ
Correspondingly, the seesaw matrix is defined in terms

of the Yukawa and Majorana matrices and its diagonaliza-
tion with the complex TBM matrix of Eq. (3) yields the
light neutrino masses,

S ¼ Yð0ÞM−1Yð0ÞT

¼ UTBMðδÞdiagðmν1 ; mν2 ; mν3ÞUT
TBMðδÞ; ð9Þ

where [44]

mν1 ¼ −mν þ 6m0
v; mν2 ¼

1

2
mν; mν3 ¼ −mν: ð10Þ

We note that with only the three right-handed neutrinos N̄,
one gets m0

v ¼ 0 and mν1 is degenerate with mν3 , in
contradiction with the oscillation data [74]. Adding the
fourth right-handed neutrino breaks this degeneracy.
Using jmν2 j ¼ 1

2
jmν3 j together with oscillation data, we

determine [44]

jmνj ¼ 57.8meV; jm0
vj ¼ 5.03 or 14.2meV; ð11Þ

so that the light neutrino masses are given by [44]

jmν1 j ¼ 27.6 meV; jmν2 j ¼ 28.9 meV;

jmν3 j ¼ 57.8 meV; ð12Þ

nearly saturating the upper limit on their sum
P

i jmνi j <
120 meV set by the Planck Collaboration [84] (see
also [85]).
Notice that this model can only accommodate normal

mass ordering spectrum jmν1 j< jmν2 j< jmν3 j which implies
both mν and m0

v must have the same sign in Eq. (11). The
ambiguity in the magnitude of m0

v corresponds to two
possible relative signs between mν1 and, mν2 and mν3 (mν2
and mν3 always have the opposite signs). Expressing the
PMNSmatrix in terms of the mixing angles θij, Dirac phase
δCP and Majorana phases α21 and α31 in the PDG
convention [86],

UPMNS ¼

0
B@

c12c13 c13s12 e−iδCPs13
−c23s12 − c12s13s23eiδCP c12c23 − s12s13s23eiδCP c13s23
s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδCP −c12s23 − c23s12s13eiδCP c13c23

1
CA
0
B@

1

ei
α21
2

ei
α31
2

1
CA

TABLE I. Transformation properties of matter, Higgs, mes-
senger and familon fields in the seesaw sector. Here ω12 ¼ 1. The
Z12 ‘shaping’ symmetry prevents unwanted tree-level operators.

F N̄ N̄4 H̄5 Λ φA φB φv

SUð5Þ 5̄ 1 1 5 1 1 1 1
T 13 31 32 1 1 3̄1 3̄2 32 3̄1
Z12 ω ω3 1 ω9 ω2 ω11 ω6 ω2
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where sij ≡ sin θij and cij ≡ cos θij, the Jarlskog and
Majorana invariants are given by

c12c213c23s12s13s23 sinδCP ¼ λ sinδ
9A

−
λ2 sinδ
27A

þOðλ3Þ;

c212c
4
13s

2
12 sinα21 ¼

4λ sinδ
9A

−
2λ2 sinδðA− 2 cosδÞ

27A2

þOðλ3Þ;

c212c
2
13s

2
13 sin ðα31 − 2δCPÞ ¼

4λ2 sinδðAþ 2 cosδÞ
27A2

þOðλ3Þ; ð13Þ

and δ ¼ ∓78° yields [44]

sin δCP ¼ �0.854; sin α21 ¼ �0.515;

sinðα31 − 2δCPÞ ¼ �0.809: ð14Þ

Moreover, the effective Majorana mass parameter in
neutrinoless double-beta decay [87]

jmββj ¼ jc213c212mν1 þ c213s
2
12e

iα21mν2 þ s213mν3e
iðα31−2δCPÞj;

ð15Þ

assuming the contribution of the right-handed neutrinos is
negligible,6 is given by

jmββj ¼ 10.70 meV or 27.12 meV; ð16Þ

depending on the two different values of m0
v as mentioned

above. Both of these values are below the upper limit
61 meV—165 meV set by the KamLAND-Zen experiment
[88,89]. Note that the sign ambiguity in δ, and therefore in
Eq. (14), has no implication on jmββj. The set of equations
given in Eq. (13) explicitly show how the Dirac phase, as
well as two Majorana phases, are related to the only phase,
δ, of the theory.
For concreteness, in this paper we will adopt δ ¼ −78°

(which yields all PMNS angles close to their central PDG
values [74]), mν ¼ 57.8 meV, and m0

v ¼ 5.03 meV. This
leaves four undetermined mass parameters b1, b2, b3, and
M. The first three are related to the scale of family
symmetry breaking. Although M is treated as an indepen-
dent bare mass parameter, it could originate from the VEV
of a singlet familon and thus be linked to the family
symmetry-breaking scale. Note that the light neutrino
masses and the lepton mixing angles are derived irrespec-
tive of the values of b1, b2, b3, and M [44]. An important
objective of the present work is to relate these unresolved
parameters in the context of leptogenesis.

We now express the matrices relevant for leptogenesis in
the so-called weak basis, where the charged-lepton Yukawa
matrix and the right-handed Majorana matrix are diagonal
with real, positive entries [90]. After spontaneously break-
ing the GUT and family symmetry to the Standard Model
gauge group, the lepton sector of the Lagrangian contains
the terms

L ⊃ l†Yð−1ÞēH þ l†Yð0ÞN̄H� þ N̄TMN̄

¼ l†Uð−1ÞDð−1ÞVð−1Þ†ēH þ l†Yð0ÞN̄H�

þ N̄TUmDmUT
mN̄: ð17Þ

In Eq. (17) we have expressed the charged-lepton Yukawa
matrix and the Majorana mass matrix in terms of unitary
and diagonal matrices,

Yð−1Þ ¼ Uð−1ÞDð−1ÞVð−1Þ†; M ¼ UmDmUT
m: ð18Þ

Applying the transformations l → Uð−1Þl, ē → Vð−1Þē, and
N̄ → U�

mN̄, they become

L ⊃ l†Dð−1ÞēH þ l†Uð−1Þ†Yð0ÞU�
mN̄H� þ N̄TDmN̄: ð19Þ

The first and third terms contain the real and positive
diagonal mass matrices of the charged leptons and the
right-handed neutrinos, respectively. From the second term,
we identify the light neutrino Yukawa matrix,

Yν ¼ Uð−1Þ†Yð0ÞU�
m: ð20Þ

Here we briefly revisit the result of Ref. [45] that the total
CP violation vanishes for unflavored leptogenesis when
T ≫ 1012 GeV, and leptogenesis has to proceed when
lepton flavor effects are relevant, i.e., T ≲ 1012 GeV. If
M is real (all the familon VEVs are real), Um is real and
orthogonal up to a possible right-diagonal matrix with
some entries of i (the eigenvalues must be real, but some
can be negative and they can be made positive by
multiplying Um with right diagonal matrix with corre-
sponding entries of i). Next, notice that Yð0Þ†Yð0Þ is real.
Hence Y†

νYν ¼ UT
mYð0Þ†Yð0ÞU�

m can only have off-diagonal
terms which are purely real or imaginary. Since the total
CP violation in unflavored leptogenesis is proportional
to Im½ðY†

νYνÞ2ij� [7], it is identically zero and unflavored
leptogenesis fails. We conclude that, in this model, lepto-
genesis must proceed taking into account the lepton flavor
effects. In the next section we briefly review the formalism
of flavored leptogenesis in the resonant regime.

III. BOLTZMANN EQUATIONS FOR
RESONANT LEPTOGENESIS

Since we are focusing on the resonant leptogenesis
scenario which occurs at a relatively low temperature

6At the end of Sec. V, we will show that the contributions from
the right-handed neutrinos with their masses determined by
resonant leptogenesis can have considerable impact on this.
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(T < 104 GeV) where the interactions mediated by all the
charged-lepton Yukawa couplings are in thermal equilib-
rium, we will consider the Boltzmann equations in the
three-flavor regime [14,91–98]7

dNNi

dz
¼ −DiðNNi

− Neq
Ni
Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; ð21Þ

dNΔα

dz
¼ −

X
i

εiαDiðNNi
− Neq

Ni
Þ − NΔα

X
i

PiαWi;

α ¼ e; μ; τ; ð22Þ

where z ¼ Mmin=T and Mmin ¼ minðMiÞ. NNi
is the

number density of the Majorana neutrino Ni and NΔα is
the B=3 − Lα asymmetry, both normalized by the photon
density. Introducing the notation xi ≡M2

i =M
2
min and

zi ≡ z
ffiffiffiffi
xi

p
, the equilibrium number density can be

expressed in terms of the modified Bessel functions of
the second kind

Neq
Ni
ðziÞ ¼

3

8
z2iK2ðziÞ: ð23Þ

The decay factor Di and the washout term Wi are
respectively given by

Di ≡ Kixiz
K1ðziÞ
K2ðziÞ

; and Wi ≡ 1

4
Ki

ffiffiffiffi
xi

p
K1ðziÞz3i ; ð24Þ

where we have defined the decay parameterKi ≡ Γi
Hðzi¼1Þ ¼

ðY†
νYνÞiiv2
Mim�

with Γi, the total decay width of Ni, given by

Γi ¼
ðY†

νYνÞiiMi

8π
; ð25Þ

and the equilibrium neutrino mass m� ≃ 1.08 meV. The
branching ratio for Ni decaying into lα is given by

Piα ¼
jðYνÞαij2P
γjðYνÞγij2

: ð26Þ

For resonant leptogenesis, we consider the CP asym-
metry parameter from mixing and oscillation among the
right-handed neutrinos [100–102]

εiα ¼
X
j≠i

Im½ðY�
νÞαiðYνÞαjðY†

νYνÞij� þ Mi
Mj

Im½ðY�
νÞαiðYνÞαjðY†

νYνÞji�
ðY†

νYνÞiiðY†
νYνÞjj

ðfmix
ij þ foscij Þ; ð27Þ

where the self-energy regulators are given by

fmix
ij ¼ ðM2

i −M2
jÞMiΓj

ðM2
i −M2

jÞ2 þM2
iΓ2

j
; ð28Þ

foscij ¼ ðM2
i −M2

jÞMiΓj

ðM2
i −M2

jÞ2þðMiΓiþMjΓjÞ2 det ½Reð½Y
†
νYν�ijÞ�

ðY†
νYνÞiiðY†

νYνÞjj

; ð29Þ

and ½Y†
νYν�ij in the denominator of Eq. (29) is the 2 × 2

submatrix

½Y†
νYν�ij ≡

� ðY†
νYνÞii ðY†

νYνÞij
ðY†

νYνÞji ðY†
νYνÞjj

�
: ð30Þ

The CP asymmetry can be resonantly enhanced when at
least two of the right-handed neutrino masses are nearly
degenerate and their mass difference is of the order of their
average decay width [103]. In this paper we will employ the
condition

jMi −Mjj ¼
1

2

�
Γi þ Γj

2

�
; ð31Þ

for resonant leptogenesis. Approximating MiþMj≃2Mi;j,
the regulators can be expressed as

fmix
ij ≈

2ΓjðΓi þ ΓjÞ
ðΓi þ ΓjÞ2 þ 4Γ2

j
; ð32Þ

foscij ≈
2Γj

ðΓi þ ΓjÞ
�
1þ 4

det½Reð½Y†
νYν�ijÞ�

ðY†
νYνÞiiðY†

νYνÞjj

� : ð33Þ

For Γi ≃ Γj, Eq. (32) attains the maximum value
fmix
ij ¼ 1=2.
It is important to note that we have included the

contribution from the oscillation among the heavy neu-
trinos in Eq. (33) which is relevant when the mass splitting
is small jMi −Mjj ≪ Mi as the oscillations cannot be
averaged over [104–106]. The approximate expression in
Eq. (33) is derived in Ref. [100] starting from the density
matrix formalism and is shown to be accurate for
jMi −Mjj ≪ Mi and when the decay rates of Ni are faster
than the Hubble rate (see the discussion in the next
section about Fig. 1). When M ≲ Tsph, since the relevant7Here, order of one spectator effects [99] have been neglected.
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asymmetry is produced at T > M ≳ Tsph, relativistic
effects [23,27–35] should be taken into account and we
use the density matrix equations as collected in the
Appendix B.
Solving the system of equations, (21) with the initial

condition (i) “zero initial abundance”: NNi
ðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0 or

(ii) “thermal initial abundance”: NNi
ðz¼0Þ¼Neq

Ni
ðz¼0Þ,8

and (22) with the initial condition NΔαðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0, the
final value of the B − L asymmetry is evaluated at
Tf ¼ Tsph ≃ 131.7 GeV [16] when electroweak sphaleron
processes freeze out,

Nf
B−L ¼

X
α

NΔαðzf ¼ Mmin=TfÞ; ð34Þ

and is related to the baryon asymmetry by

ηB ¼ asph
fd

Nf
B−L ≃ 1.28 × 10−2Nf

B−L; ð35Þ

where the sphaleron conversion coefficient is asph ¼ 28=79
[107–109] and the dilution factor is fd ≡ Nrec

γ =N�
γ ¼

2387=86, calculated assuming photon production from
the beginning of leptogenesis to recombination [7].
Successful leptogenesis requires ηB to match the mea-
sured value from cosmic microwave background (CMB)
data [110],

ηCMB
B ¼ ð6.12� 0.04Þ × 10−10: ð36Þ

IV. RESONANT LEPTOGENESIS IN THE
SUð5Þ × T 13 MODEL

In this section we discuss resonant leptogenesis in the
context of the SUð5Þ × T 13 model. We analyze the mass
spectrum of the right-handed neutrinos for a simple choice
of VEVof the seesaw familons and identify a unique case
of quasidegeneracy relevant for resonant leptogenesis.
In the SUð5Þ × T 13 model there are four undetermined

parameters from the VEV of the familon hφBi0 ≡
ðb1; b2; b3Þ and the bare mass of the fourth right-handed
neutrino M. For simplicity as well as minimality (this
choice is minimal with respect to the number of undeter-
mined parameters introduced in the theory), we choose the
following VEV structure9

ðb1; b2; b3Þ≡ bð1; f; 1Þ ð37Þ

for the remainder of the paper. Here f is a dimensionless
unknown parameter. We further define

a≡M
b
; ð38Þ

so that the undetermined parameters of the model are a, b,
and f. This results in the following Yukawa and Majorana
matrices,

Yð0Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bfmν

p
v

0
B@

0 1 0 2β

1 0 0 −β
0 0 −f−1eiδ βeiδ

1
CA; ð39Þ

where β≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
am0

v
fmν

q
, and

M ¼ b

0
BBB@

0 f 1 0

f 0 1 0

1 1 0 0

0 0 0 a

1
CCCA: ð40Þ

Since b is given by the Yukawa coupling yB and the scale of
the family symmetry breaking hφBi0, cf. Eq. (6), a small value
of b can be attributed to a small value of yB (a single Yukawa
coupling) rather than a small family symmetry-breaking
scale. The choice of small b, as required to realize low-scale
leptogenesis, involves somewhat fine tuning, which we
accept. Note however, that fine tuning is inherently present
in GUT models to successfully implement doublet-triplet
mass splitting tobuild a realisticmodel.M on theother hand is
a bare-mass parameter, which a priori, cannot be determined.
M is a symmetricmatrix and its Takagi factorization [111]

M ¼ UmDmUT
m, where Dm ≡ diagðM1;M2;M3;M4Þ,

yields

M1 ¼ bf; M2 ¼
b
2

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

q
− f

�
;

M3 ¼
b
2

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

q
þ f

�
; M4 ¼ ab; ð41Þ

and Um ¼

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

− iffiffi
2

p −i
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1− fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r
1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r
0

iffiffi
2

p −i
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1− fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r
1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r
0

0 iffiffi
2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r
1ffiffi
2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1− fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r
0

0 0 0 1

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
:

ð42Þ

8Heavy neutrinos are gauge singlets in this model and so the
most appropriate initial condition is the zero initial abundance
where they will be populated only from the neutrino Yukawa
interactions. We also consider the case for thermal initial
abundance to take into account the possibility that they could
be in thermal equilibrium due to additional interactions beyond
the current model (new gauge interactions, interactions with
inflatons, etc.).

9The simplest choice ðb1; b2; b3Þ≡ bð1; 1; 1Þ does not generate
resonant enhancement toCP asymmetry, as wewill discuss later in
this section. In App. A we discuss two other variants of the VEV
structure: ðb1; b2; b3Þ≡ bðf; 1; 1Þ and ðb1; b2; b3Þ≡ bð1; 1; fÞ,
and argue that they yield qualitatively similar phenomenology.
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The CP asymmetry parameter is determined by the imaginary parts of ðY�
νÞαiðYνÞαjðY†

νYνÞij and ðY�
νÞαiðYνÞαjðY†

νYνÞji,
cf. Eq. (27). Explicitly calculating, we get the Hermitian matrix

Y†
νYν ¼

bfmν

v2

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 3iβffiffi
2

p

� 1
2

�
1 − f3−f−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p
f2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p
�

− i
ffiffi
2

p ðf2−1Þ
f2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p − iβ
2f

�
f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2þ 2fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r �

� � 1
2

�
1þ f3−fþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p
f2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p
�

β
2f

�
f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r
−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 − 2fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r �

� � � 6β2

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
; ð43Þ

where � denotes the complex conjugate of the correspond-
ing transposed element.
In this model, the decay parameters Ki are given by

K1 ¼
mν

m�
; K2 ¼

mν

m�

fð1 − f2Þ þ ðf2 þ 1Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
− fÞ

;

K4 ¼
6m0

v

m�
; K3 ¼

mν

m�

fðf2 − 1Þ þ ðf2 þ 1Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
þ fÞ

:

ð44Þ

In Fig. 1, we see that in all relevant parameter space,
Ki ≫ 1 indicating that in this model, Ni always achieves
thermal equilibriumbefore decaying atT < Mi. For the case
M ≫ Tsph, the final asymmetry is determined at themoment
T ≪ Mi when the inverse decay is sufficiently Boltzmann
suppressed. Hence in this regime, the asymmetry generated
is not sensitive to the physics atT > Mi and can be described
accuratelywith the classical Boltzmann equations [Eqs. (21)
and (22)].10 For the case M ≲ Tsph, we use the density
matrix equations in Appendix B taking into account the
relativistic effects [23,27–35].
Let us first focus on the case with the symmetric VEV

hφBi0 ≡ bð1; 1; 1Þ setting f ¼ 1. In this case the only
nonzero off-diagonal entries are ðY†

νYνÞ14 and ðY†
νYνÞ24.

Hence CP violation can only arise from the interference
between N1 and N4, and N2 and N4, respectively. For all
other cases, the CP asymmetry vanishes identically, for
any flavor. Since both ðY†

νYνÞ14 and ðY†
νYνÞ24 are purely

imaginary, the CP violation from N4 decay is proportional
to the real part of ðY�

νÞα4ðY�
νÞα1 and ðY�

νÞα4ðY�
νÞα2 which are

equal in magnitude and opposite in sign (see Appendix B of
Ref. [45] for details) and as a result, CP violation for each
flavor vanishes identically. Due to the same reason, for the
decays of the degenerate pairs N1 and N2, their CP

asymmetry parameters are also equal in magnitude and
opposite in sign and cancel exactly when one considers
both their contributions.
Since the simplest case with f ¼ 1 fails to yield

successful leptogenesis, we now move to the more general
scenario f ≠ 1. The mass spectrum of the right-handed
neutrinos in Eq. (41) show that there can be six cases in
general for different values of f and a, when at least two of
the masses are quasidegenerate:

(i) M1 ≃M2: for f ≃ 1 and any value of a,
(ii) M1 ≃M3: for f ≫ 2

ffiffiffi
2

p
and any value of a,

(iii) M2 ≃M3: for f ≃ 0 and any value of a,
(iv) M1 ≃M4: for f ≃ a,
(v) M2 ≃M4: for a ≃ 1

2
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
− fÞ,

(vi) M3 ≃M4: for a ≃ 1
2
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
þ fÞ.

The first three cases specify f only while a remains
unconstrained, whereas the last three cases relate f with a.
We will argue below that CP asymmetry is not necessarily
enhanced for all of the above cases and it depends on the
structure of the neutrino-Yukawa matrix Yν dictated by the
T 13 family symmetry.

0.1 0.5 1 5 10
20

40

60

80

100

FIG. 1. Decay parameters are large implying Ni always
achieves thermal equilibrium before decaying (see text for
detailed discussion).

10Ref. [112] showed that altogether thermal corrections and
scatterings give rise to a less than 10% effect in the strong
washout regime.
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A qualitative understanding of the above six cases can be
achieved from analyzing the structure of the matrix in
Eq. (43) in the context of the CP asymmetry parameter.
Introducing the notation ðY�

νÞαiðYνÞαj ≡ pþ iq and

ðY†
νYνÞij ≡ rþ is, which implies ðY†

νYνÞji ≡ r − is, the
numerator of Eq. (27) can be written as

Im½ðY�
νÞαiðYνÞαjðY†

νYνÞij� þ Im½ðY�
νÞαiðYνÞαjðY†

νYνÞji�

¼ qr

�
1þ Mi

Mj

�
þ ps

�
1 −

Mi

Mj

�
: ð45Þ

In Eq. (43), the off-diagonal elements are either real (s ¼ 0)
or imaginary (r ¼ 0). In the latter case, the numerator of the
CP asymmetry is proportional to

ps

�
1 −

Mi

Mj

�
¼ ps

ðY†
νYνÞii þ ðY†

νYνÞjj
32πMj

ð46Þ

after applying the resonance condition in Eq. (31). Even
for p; s≲Oð1Þ, the other factor is suppressed by
Oðmν=v2Þ ∼Oð10−17Þ; hence the CP asymmetry cannot
account for the observed baryon asymmetry. From Eq. (43),
this situation arises for (i) M1 ≃M2, (ii) M1 ≃M3,
(iv) M1 ≃M4, and (v) M2 ≃M4, and these cases can be
ruled out.
The case for (iii) M2 ≃M3, occurring for f ≃ 0, is more

subtle. In this case r ¼ 0, hence the CP asymmetry is
suppressed by Oðmν=v2Þ. However, if the CP asymmetry
were dependent on 1=fn for n > 0, this suppression could
be overcome by choosing an appropriately small f.
We discuss the case i ¼ 2, j ¼ 3, in Eq. (27) for f → 0

(i ¼ 3, j ¼ 2, would yield similar conclusion). In this limit,
the terms in the denominator of the CP asymmetry, i.e.,
ðY†

νYνÞ22 and ðY†
νYνÞ33, both depend on 1=f, cf. Eq. (43),

ðY†
νYνÞ22 ≃ ðY†

νYνÞ33 →
bmν

2fv2
; ð47Þ

thus the denominator has an 1=f2 dependence. Since r ¼ 0

for ðY†
νYνÞ23, the numerator of the CP asymmetry is

given by

Im½ðY�
νÞα2ðYνÞα3ðY†

νYνÞ23� þ Im½ðY�
νÞα2ðYνÞα3ðY†

νYνÞ32�

¼ ps
ðM2 −M3Þ

M2

;

where

s≡ Im½ðY†
νYνÞ23�→

bmν

2fv2
; and

jM2−M3j
M2

→
fffiffiffi
2

p : ð48Þ

To see how p≡ Re½ðYνÞ�α2ðYνÞα3� depends on f, following
Eq. (20) we write

ðYνÞ�α2ðYνÞα3 ¼
X
β;γ;k;l

Uð−1ÞT
αβU

ð−1Þ†
αγYð0Þ�

βk

× Yð0Þ
γlðUmÞk2ðU�

mÞl3: ð49Þ

From Eq. (42), ðUmÞk2ðU�
mÞl3 is zero when either k or l is

4, and is imaginary otherwise. For f → 0, the nonzero
elements are independent of f. Since Uð−1Þ is real,
cf. Eq. (2), we extract p from the imaginary part of
Yð0Þ�

βkY
ð0Þ

γl. Since k and l cannot be 4, Yð0Þ�
βkY

ð0Þ
γl can

have a nonzero imaginary part only when the (33) element
of Yð0Þ (or its complex conjugate) is multiplied with the
(12) or (21) element, cf. Eq. (39). In either case, the f
dependence gets canceled,

Im½Yð0Þ�
33Y

ð0Þ
12� ¼ Im½Yð0Þ�

33Y
ð0Þ

21� ¼
bmν sin δ

v2
:

Hence p is independent of f for f → 0. Combining this
with Eq. (48), the numerator is independent of f.
The CP asymmetry is proportional to f2, due to the 1=f2

dependence of the denominator, and is suppressed as
f → 0. Therefore the case (iii) M2 ≃M3 also fails to yield
successful leptogenesis.
For the remaining case (vi) M3 ≃M4, ðY†

νYνÞ34 is real
and the numerator of the CP asymmetry is given by
qrð1þM3=M4Þ. In this case the CP asymmetry can be
quite large, as shown in Fig. 2.
We will concentrate on the only viable N3–N4

resonant leptogenesis scenario in the rest of paper.
The resonance condition in Eq. (31) translates into
jM3 −M4j ¼ ðΓ3 þ Γ4Þ=4, from which we can express
the parameter a in terms of b and f. This reduces the
number of undetermined parameters to two.
We will treat b and f as input parameters, assuming that

a can be determined from them applying the resonance

0.1 0.5 1 5 10
−0.10

−0.05

0.00

0.05

0.10

FIG. 2. CP asymmetry parameters at the resonance M3 ≃M4.
The sum of the flavored CP asymmetries is zero,

P
α εiα ¼ 0, and

hence unflavored leptogenesis is not successful in this model
[45]. An extreme example of this occurs at f ¼ 1, where the
individual flavor components vanish, since ðY†

νYνÞ34 ¼ 0.
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condition. It would be interesting to enhance the symmetry
of the model that distinguishes theN3–N4 quasidegeneracy,
i.e., the resonance condition. However, in this paper, we are
interested in the phenomenological study of the viable
parameter space of the model consistent with resonant
leptogenesis and remain agnostic about symmetry reasons
that can potentially explain the required degeneracy.
The mass spectrum of the right-handed neutrinos up to

the overall factor b at resonance is shown in Fig. 3 as a
function of f. Other than the M3 ≃M4 degeneracy, two
other degeneracies are approached for f ≪ 1 and f ≫ 1.
At f ≪ 1, the mass spectrum can be approximated as

M1 ¼ bf; M2 ≃
ffiffiffi
2

p
b; M3 ≃M4 ≃

ffiffiffi
2

p
b; ð50Þ

In this regime M2 ≃M3 ≃M4. On the other hand, for
f ≫ 1, we can express the masses as

M1 ¼ bf; M2 ≃
2b
f
; M3 ≃M4 ≃ bf: ð51Þ

and observe that M1 ≃M3 ≃M4.
Although the masses are directly proportional to b, the

CP asymmetry parameters at resonance do not have an
explicit dependence on b. For the dominant terms ε3α and
ε4α, cf. Eq. (27), the prefactors of

ffiffiffi
b

p
in Yν in the numerator

and denominator cancel out. b dependence also drops out
from the regulators fmix

34 and fosc34 at resonance, as can be
seen from Eqs. (32) and (33). The decay width Γi is
proportional to b2, but this dependence vanishes between
the denominator and numerator in these expressions.
In the next section, we determine the range of the

right-handed neutrino masses required for successful lepto-
genesis at the resonance M3 ≃M4, and discuss the mixing
of the right-handed neutrinos with active neutrinos in
connection with various experimental and cosmological
bounds.

V. RESULTS

In this section we discuss the numerical results of the
resonant leptogenesis for M3 ≃M4. The degeneracy
between M3 and M4 can be approached either from the
M3 ≳M4 side [a ≲ 1

2
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
þ fÞ] or from the M3 ≲

M4 side [a≳ 1
2
ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2 þ 8

p
þ fÞ]. The CP asymmetry in

Eq. (27) flips sign as we move from one side to the other,
since Eqs. (28) and (29) contain the term M2

i −M2
j in the

numerator. It should be noted that the CP asymmetry is a
function of sin δ, as showed in Ref. [45]; hence its sign can
also be overturned by inverting the sign of δ. However, in
the following discussion we will adopt δ ¼ −78° and
choose the appropriate side of the M3 ≃M4 degeneracy
so that the generated baryon asymmetry is always positive
to match the observed value.
At this stage the model has three free parameters a, b,

and f. Our strategy for exploring the parameter space of the
model is as follows. We express a in terms of b and f using
the resonance condition in Eq. (31). We vary 0.1 < f < 10
and will argue later in this section that this captures the
essential physics of the model. For every value of f, we
determine b by demanding that the baryon asymmetry
calculated using (35) and (34) from the solution of the
Boltzmann equations (21) and (22) matches the measured
CMB value given in Eq. (36).

A. Lower bound on the right-handed neutrinos

For a particular choice of f, given that the resonance
condition is satisfied, there is a minimum value of b for
which the generated baryon asymmetry matches the CMB
value. The reason is as follows. All the masses of Ni are
proportional to b as in Eq. (41). As b decreases, so do M3

and M4, and this results in a longer lifetime of N3 and N4.
Since they decay late close to the electroweak sphaleron
freeze-out temperature Tsph, the amount of B − L asym-
metry which is being converted to baryon asymmetry will
be limited by the decays which occur above Tsph. Hence,
the smaller the b, the fewer the decays above Tsph and the
smaller the resulting baryon asymmetry. This puts a lower
bound on all the right-handed neutrino masses. In Fig. 4,
we show the minimum masses required for successful
leptogenesis at the resonance M3 ≃M4. The lowest degen-
erate mass is of Oð1Þ GeV.
In this regime, M ≪ Tsph and we use the density matrix

equations in Appendix B. For comparison, we also show
the results obtained from using the classical Boltzmann
equations in Eqs. (21) and (22). The results agree within
Oð1Þ factors, except there is a sign flip of the produced
asymmetry near f ≃ 0.74 when using the density matrix
equations. The sign flip occurs because in the vicinity of
f ¼ 0.74, electron- and tau-flavor contributions to the
asymmetry are close in magnitude but opposite in sign,
and their combined contribution has the opposite sign of the

0.1 0.5 1 5 10
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10

FIG. 3. Mass spectrum of the right-handed neutrinos up to the
overall factor b at resonance M3 ≃M4.
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mu flavor contribution. For f ≲ 0.74, the combined con-
tribution of the electron and tau flavors win over the mu
contribution. But for f ≳ 0.74, the mu flavor contribution
becomes dominant and flips the overall sign. No such sign
flip is observed in the solutions of the classical Boltzmann
equations, where similar signs of the three flavors is
observed, but the contribution of the mu flavor dominates
for f < 1.
From Fig. 4, the lower bound on the masses is higher in

the case of thermal initial abundance compared to the case
of zero initial abundance of Ni. For the latter case, there is
an asymmetry generation during the population of Ni from
the “inverse decay” lH → Ni and thermal scatterings
(involving top quarks and gauge bosons) at high temper-
ature T ≳Mi. As for the case of thermal initial abundance,
the asymmetry is only generated from Ni decays which
predominantly occur much later at T ≲Mi. Since substan-
tial B − L asymmetry is built up for the case of zero initial
abundance at T ≳Mi, Ni can decay much later, resulting in
more relaxed lower bound on their masses.
We now look at the limiting behavior of the lower bound

for large and small f. Though we use the density matrix
equations where the CP asymmetry parameter is implicit,
as we will discuss below, the qualitative behavior of the
results can be easily understood using the CP asymmetry
parameter defined in Eq. (27) (except the additional sign
flip in baryon asymmetry around f ≃ 0.74). For f ≫ 1, the
right-handed neutrino masses are given by Eq. (51). In this
limit M1 ≃M3 ≃M4. At resonance, the CP asymmetry
parameters are independent of the mass scale b and mildly
dependent on f as shown in Fig. 2. Hence the lower bound
on M3;4 is determined mainly from the amount of B − L
asymmetry that is generated above Tsph. As a result, the

lower bound onM3;4 will be approximately constant where
the mild dependence on f comes only from the mild
dependence of CP asymmetry parameters on f for f ≫ 1.
On the other hand, M2 being inversely proportional to f,
continue to decrease for increasing f.
For f ≪ 1, the right-handed neutrino masses are given

by Eq. (50). In this limit M2 ≃M3 ≃M4. For the same
reason as in the case of f ≫ 1, the lower bound on M3;4

which is fixed by Tsph will be approximately constant and
the mild dependence on f comes only from the dependence
of the CP asymmetry parameters on f for f ≪ 1 as shown
in Fig. 2. Now M1 being proportional to f will decrease
with decreasing f.
At f ¼ 1, the resonant CP asymmetries ε3α and ε4α

nearly vanish as ðY†
νYνÞ34 ¼ 0, cf. Eq. (43). As one

approaches f ¼ 1 from both directions, the CP asymmetry
is getting more suppressed and to compensate for this,
higher mass scale is required.

B. Upper bound on the right-handed neutrinos

Next, we will discuss a rather unexpected result, namely,
the existence of upper bound on the right-handed neutrino
masses. This is due to the specific mass spectrum of the
right-handed neutrinos as given in Eq. (41), which is unique
to the model under consideration. In general, there exists
lighter N1;2 than the resonant pairs N3;4 that can result in a
substantial washout of asymmetry and hence limit the
amount on the final asymmetry. At resonance, the CP
asymmetry parameters are independent of the mass scale b.
As b increases, all N3;4 can decay much before Tsph and
hence the asymmetry generated from the resonant pair will
be independent of b. Now, it is possible to have additional

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Minimum value of the right-handed neutrino masses for (a) zero [NNi
ðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0] and (b) thermal initial abundance

[NNi
ðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ Neq

Ni
] at the resonance M3 ≃M4. Darker lines represent the results obtained from solving the density matrix equations.

For comparison we also show the results obtained by solving the classical Boltzmann equations denoted by lighter lines. The results are
of the same order of magnitude in the region of interest. At f ¼ 1, the CP asymmetry vanishes identically and leptogenesis fails. As one
approaches f ¼ 1 from either direction, the minimum mass scale increases to compensate for the suppression in the CP asymmetry.
At f ≃ 0.74, the total baryon asymmetry flips sign, an effect not seen when using the classical Boltzmann equations.
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washout of asymmetry from lighter N1;2. If this washout is
significant, this will give an upper bound on how heavy
N1;2 can be. This in turns will translate to an upper bound
on b and hence an upper bound on the masses of all the
right-handed neutrinos.
Due to the flavor structure of Yν and mass spectrum of

Ni, it turns out we only have an upper bound for f ≳ 2 as
shown in Fig. 5.
Let us first consider the case with f ≫ 1. In this case, we

have M1 ∼M3 ≃M4 ≫ M2 as shown in Eq. (51). The
washout of the asymmetry from N2 at T ¼ M2 is exponen-
tial, e−P2αK2 , and could result in large suppression of final
asymmetry if P2αK2 is large. As can be seen in Fig. 6(b), it
turns out that P2αK2 ≳ 10 for all flavors and hence the
suppression of final asymmetry is very large. An explicit
example of this is illustrated in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) for the
case of f ¼ 10. Wewould need to haveM2 ≲ Tsph such that

the washout is not effective until the baryon asymmetry is
frozen. Equation (51) then implies thatM1 ≃M3 ≃M4 must
increase with f. This can be seen in Fig. 5 for f ≫ 1.
Interestingly, there is a discontinuity on the upper bound at
f ¼ 6.2. It is due to the specific flavor structure of the model
as illustrated in Fig. 8. In general NΔμ ≪ NΔe; NΔτ at Tsph,
and NΔe has a different sign than NΔτ. At f < 6.2, the final
asymmetry is dominated byNΔτ. At f > 6.2, thewashout of
NΔτ becomes so strong that NΔe takes over the final
asymmetry and flips its sign. Figure 5 also shows that as
f decreases, the upper bound onM2 relaxes. This is because
as M2 is getting closer to M3;4 (with decreasing f), the
washout effect is no longer exponential [but goes as
1=ðP2αK2Þ] during the asymmetry generation. In fact, the
upper bound disappears at f ≲ 2.
To understand the absence of the upper bound for small

f, let us focus on f ≪ 1. In this case, we have M2 ∼M3 ≃
M4 ≫ M1 as shown in Eq. (50). Now the washout of the
asymmetry from N1 at T ¼ M1 is exponential, e−P1αK1 , and
could result in large suppression of final asymmetry if
P1αK1 is large. From Fig. 6(a), it turns out that
P1eK1; P1μK1 ≳ 10 while P1τK1 ≲ 1. Hence the washout
of asymmetry inNΔτ is not efficient. As shown in Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b) for the case of f ¼ 0.1, the final asymmetry
dominated by NΔτ is saved from washout and is always
larger than the observed value. In fact, we can see from the
figure that this feature is independent of f. Hence there is
an absence of upper bound until f ≳ 2 when the N2

washout takes over.
It should be noted that the constraints on the parameters

a, b, and f determined in this section are valid for the low
scale of resonant leptogenesis. Their values at the GUT
scale can be determined by renormalization group running
[113]. However, these parameters have no effect in deter-
mining the mass spectrum of either the charged or the
neutral fermion sector; furthermore, they are also not
determined by any GUT boundary conditions in our setup.
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FIG. 6. Decay parameter times branching ratio as a function of f at resonance. The asymmetry generated by N3 and N4 is partially
washed out by N1 and N2, and for M1;2 ≪ M3;4, is proportional to e−PiαKi .
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FIG. 5. Maximum value of the right-handed neutrino masses
for both thermal and zero initial abundance near the resonance
M3 ≃M4. There is no upper bound on the masses for f ≲ 2.
Positive baryon asymmetry is generated for M3 ≳M4 when 2≲
f < 6.20 and for M3 ≲M4 when f > 6.20. There is a sudden
change of the mass values at f ¼ 6.20.
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Hence, their evolution under the renormalization group
equations are not expected to impact the results obtained in
this work.

C. Experimental constraints

In this section we discuss the experimental constraints on
the light-sterile neutrinos as well as the possibilities to
detect them in accelerator experiments. The right-handed
neutrinos are typically difficult to probe in experiments due
to their extremely feeble interactions. However, experi-
mental searches of particles of these types can be efficiently
done in the intensity frontier rather than the energy frontier.
SHiP [61–63] and DUNE [64,65] are the two most
sensitive upcoming intensity frontier experiments that are

relevant to our study. If kinematically allowed, the sterile
neutrinos can be produced in the final states from decays
of heavy mesons. Subsequently, two-body (three-body)
decays of the sterile neutrinos into a lighter meson and a
charged lepton (a pair of charged leptons and active
neutrino) have the potential to be probed in SHiP as well
as in DUNE. These processes are possible due to the
mixing of sterile neutrinos with active neutrinos. Decays of
the types N → e−ðμ−Þπþ and N → e−ðμ−Þρþ are the most
promising (corresponding decays involving kaons in the
final state are less promising due to low branching
fractions) for searches from D-meson decays, and among
them, the μ−πþ final state is the cleanest signature.
In the SHiP facility, 400 GeV proton beam extracted

from CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron accelerator will be
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FIG. 7. MaximumB − L asymmetry at the resonanceM3 ≃M4 for (a)f ¼ 0.1, (b) f ¼ 0.1without consideringN1washout, (c)f ¼ 10,
and (d) f ¼ 10 without considering N2 washout. Thick (thin) lines represent positive baryon asymmetry for M3 ≳M4 (M3 ≲M4). For
largeb, theB − L asymmetry saturates at a value higher than theCMBvalue in case (a) and (b), thus indicating that there is no upper limit on
b. N1 washout decreases the final asymmetry by only a factor of 10, and is not very efficient. In case (c), however, the maximum B − L
asymmetry saturates below the CMB value for large b, thus setting an upper limit above which successful resonant leptogenesis is not
feasible. If theN2washout is disregarded, the final asymmetry isOð1012Þ times large, as shown in case (d), thus implying thatN2washout is
efficient for f ¼ 10. In either case, whenever the maximum B − L asymmetry is larger than the CMB value, successful resonant
leptogenesis can be achieved by moving a slightly away from the resonance condition given by Eq. (31). We have performed this analysis
for the whole range 0.1 < f < 10 solving the Boltzmann equations and determining the range of b that can yield the observed baryon
asymmetry. The case for these two particular values of f have been illustrated here to explain why andwhen an upper bound on b can arise.
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dumped on a high density target which aims to accumulate
about 2 × 1020 protons during five years of operation.
Whereas D-meson decays provide stringent bounds for
sterile neutrinos with masses of ≲2 GeV, SHiP has the
sensitivity up to about ∼5 GeV associated to decays
involving B-mesons. Both the two-body and three-body
decays of the sterile neutrinos from B- and D-meson decays
will also be probed at DUNE with high sensitivity.
Considering the expected 120 GeV primary proton beams
and 1.1 × 1021 protons on target per year, expected sensi-
tivity at 90% confidence level over seven years of data
taking [114] are shown as a function of the right-handed
neutrino masses in Fig. 9 (green dashed line). For masses
below 0.5 GeV, kaon decays are sensitive to even smaller
mixings [63]. These severe bounds on the masses of the
sterile neutrinos and their mixings with active neutrinos
arising from the projected SHiP sensitivity are presented in
Fig. 9 (red dashed line). In this same Fig. 9, the upper
hatched region represents excluded regions of the param-
eter space from previous searches that include accelerator
experiments (for details see Ref. [115]) such as TRIUMF
[116,117], PS 191 [118], CHARM [119], and recent kaon-
decay results of NA62 [120,121].
For comparison, we also show the sensitivities of some

other proposed experiments [129]. The blue dashed line
shows the sensitivity of the NA62 experiment which is
being considered for LHC run 3 assuming 1018 POT in a
beam dump mode [124]. MATHUSLA (cyan dashed line)
for the HL-LHC era is proposed to be a large detector
(200 m × 200 m × 200 m) on the surface above the CMS
or ATLAS collecting full 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity
[125]. The brown and pink solid lines show the sensitivities
of FASER at LHC Run 3 with 150 fb−1 and FASER2 at
HL-LHC with 3 ab−1 [127,128]. For the mixing with νμ,
we also show the projected sensitivity of the FCC-ee (light
green dashed line) [126].

Furthermore, due to sterile-active neutrino mixing, right-
handed neutrinos are produced in the early Universe and
their decays can significantly affect the BBN. If the decays
into mesons are kinematically allowed, their presence in the
primordial plasma can lead to overproduction of light
elements due to meson driven p ↔ n conversion. This
provides a stringent bound on the lifetime (τN) of the right-
handed neutrinos, since the primordial abundances of
helium and deuterium are measured with high accuracy.
If the sterile neutrinos are produced thermally in the early
Universe and frozen out before the onset of nuclear
reactions, the corresponding strong bound on their lifetime
has been derived just recently in Ref. [122] (relevant earlier
references can also be found therein), which gives
τN ≲ 0.02 s. These bounds for different mixing angles as
a function of sterile neutrino masses are presented in Fig. 9
(purple shaded area). From Fig. 9, it can be inferred that the
interesting regions of the parameter space, where DUNE
has the potential to detect new physics signals, however, are
in tension with the BBN constraints.
In our model, for f < 1 (f > 1), the lightest right-

handed neutrino is N1 (N2). In all cases, their mixing
elements with active neutrinos jUasj2 as a function their
mass Mi follow the seesaw expectation line jUasj2 ∼
mν=Mi where mν ∼ 50 meV is some representative scale
of light neutrino mass (black dashed line in Fig. 9).11
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FIG. 8. B − L asymmetry for (a) f ¼ 6.1 and (b) f ¼ 6.3. In both cases, NΔμ ≪ NΔe; NΔτ, and NΔe has a different sign than NΔτ. NΔτ
is greater than NΔe in (a) and smaller in (b) at zsph, thus flipping the sign of the B − L asymmetry. The positive sign of the asymmetry is
achieved for M3 ≳M4 in (a) and M3 ≲M4 in (b).

11It might seem surprising that the mixing parameter predic-
tions of the model shown in Fig. 9 are always below the seesaw
line. This figure only shows the mixing parameters for the lowest
sterile neutrino, since the relevant experimental bounds are below
6 GeVand such low masses of heavy neutrinos are allowed in the
model only for the lightest one. Although its mixings with active
neutrinos are below the seesaw line, the mixings of other three
heavy neutrinos can be larger than the naive seesaw expectation.
For example, for f < 1, the mixing with M2 is an order of
magnitude larger than the seesaw expectation.
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In Fig. 9, the mixing parameters of the SUð5Þ × T 13

model are shown for 0.1 < f < 1 in the upper panel
and for 1 < f < 10 in the lower panel with the orange
shaded region. Note that the lower limit ofM1 ≃ 0.25 GeV
in the upper panel (M2 ≃ 0.14 GeV in the lower panel) is
determined by the minimum mass at f ¼ 0.1 (f ¼ 10).
In either case, N1 or N2 will always be thermalized
(mixing with at least one of the active neutrino flavors
lying above the regime “produced out of equilibrium”)
and hence will be subject to the BBN bound which
gives a lower bound on their mass M ≳ 2 GeV. In order
to satisfy this bound, from Fig. 4, we conclude that there is
no gain to consider further the regimes with f ≲ 0.15
and f ≳ 5.
Before concluding this section, we briefly comment on

the effects of the sterile neutrinos to the neutrinoless double
beta-decay parameter. The half life for the neutrinoless
double beta decay for a given nucleus is [130]

1

T1=2
¼ G0νM2

0ν

m2
e

jmββj2; ð52Þ

whereG0ν ∼Oð1014Þ yr−1 is a phase-space factor, andM0ν

is a nuclear matrix element whose value as a function of
neutrino masses can be obtained from Ref. [131]. Sterile
neutrinos mixing with active neutrinos may have nontrivial
contribution to the effective mass parameter jmββj in
neutrinoless double beta decay. It is given by the second
term in the following expression [130],

jmββj ¼
����
X3
i¼1

mνiU
2
PMNS1i þ

X4
I¼1

MI

1 −M2
I =p

2
U2

eNI

����; ð53Þ

whereas the first term describes the contribution from the
standard model neutrinos. The first term can be expressed
by Eq. (15), where there are four possible combinations
(two possible magnitudes 27.12 meV and 10.70 meV with

FIG. 9. Sterile-active neutrino mixings jUαNi
j2 with particular flavors at resonance for 0.1 < f < 1 (upper panel) and 1 < f < 10

(lower panel) are plotted (the orange region) for the model under investigation. For comparison we also show bounds from different
experiments and cosmological data analysis and sensitivity of some proposed detectors and experiments. The purple region is excluded
by analyzing the BBN data when the right-handed neutrinos are produced thermally and are short lived so that their meson-decay
products do not alter the nuclear reactor framework [25,122] (also see [123] for a similar analysis without considering the meson decay).
The upper hatched region represents excluded regions of the parameter space from previous searches that include accelerator
experiments (for details see Ref. [115]) such as TRIUMF [116,117], PS 191 [118], CHARM [119], and recent kaon-decay results from
NA62 [120,121]. The green, red, blue, cyan, light green, brown and pink lines represent the sensitivity of upcoming experiments/
detectors SHiP [61–63], DUNE [64,65], NA62 [124], MATHUSLA [125], FCC-ee [126], FASER, and FASER2 [127,128], respectively.
The black dashed line represents the seesaw bound for the minimal seesaw scenario assuming mν ∼ 50 meV. The bottom gray area
denotes the region where the right-handed neutrinos are produced out of thermal equilibrium and the BBN analysis of Refs. [25,122] are
not applicable. Note that the upper and lower panels have different lower limits set by the minimum allowed mass of the respective sterile
neutrino predicted by the model (M1 ≥ 0.25 GeV for f ≥ 0.1 in the upper panel andM2 ≥ 0.14 GeV for f ≤ 10 in the lower panel; see
Fig. 4 for zero initial condition). This is why the experimental limits in the upper panel are slightly truncated from the left compared to
the lower panel.
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two possible overall signs) which come from four possible
sign combinations of the two model parameters in Eq. (11).
For the second term, the value of the nuclear momentum
exchange p2 can be roughly estimated to be p2 ∼
−ð0.1–0.2 GeVÞ2 [130,132]. The second term also depends
on the model parameters b and f. In general, since jUeNi

j
increases with decreasing MI , we will consider the lower
bound of the sterile neutrino masses shown in Fig. 4 where
the contribution is expected to be the largest. Using this, and
puttingp2 ¼ −ð0.1 GeVÞ2, we show jmββj as a function off
in Fig. 10. The prefactor multiplying U2

eNI
in Eq. (53) is

maximum when M2
I ≈ −p2, and is suppressed otherwise.

For 0.1 < f < 10, since M2
I > −p2, the prefactor can be

approximated as −p2=MI and the contributions become
more important with decreasingMI as we move away from
f ¼ 1 in both directions (see Fig. 4). Since the mixing
parameter jUeN2

j corresponding to f > 1 ismuch larger than
the mixing parameter jUeN1

j corresponding to f < 1,
cf. Figs. 9(a) and 9(d), the contribution of the sterile
neutrinos to jmββj is more substantial for f > 1 than for
f < 1. Note that the results in Fig. 10 are still within themost
stringent experimental upper limit set by the KamLAND-
Zen experiment, jmββj < 61–165 meV [88,89].

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have considered the possibility of realizing low-scale
resonant leptogenesis in a specific model based on the
SUð5Þ GUT with the T 13 family symmetry. This model
explains the GUT-scale mass ratios and mixing angles of
both quarks and leptons with a complex TBM seesaw
mixing and four right-handed neutrinos. It predicts the light

neutrino masses without specifying the seesaw scale, thus
prompting the investigation of both high-scale [45] and low-
scale leptogenesis (present work). Though we have focused
on the resonant regimewhere leptogenesis through decays is
dominant over through oscillations, in the relevant regime,
using density matrix equations, we have also taken into
account oscillations as well as relativistic effects (helicities
of right-handed neutrinos and thermal scatterings) when the
baryon asymmetry freezes out while the right-handed
neutrinos are still relativistic. The study where leptogenesis
proceeds predominantly through oscillations can be fully
explored with the same density matrix equations and will be
left for future study. One expects to be able to extend the
viable parameter space to a lower seesaw scale though this
regime will be in tension with the BBN constraints.
The single phase in TBM mixing, which predicts both

low-energy Dirac and Majorana CP phases, is shown to be
responsible also for CP violation in resonant leptogenesis.
We have studied resonant leptogenesis in the three flavor
regime and identified a particular pair of right-handed
neutrinos capable of producing resonant enhancement to
the CP asymmetry. We have found that the fourth right-
handed neutrino, essential to generate viable mass spectrum
for the light neutrinos, is also indispensable for low-scale
resonant leptogenesis. We have determined lower bounds
on the right-handed neutrino mass spectrum for successful
leptogenesis. Considering the constraints from BBN analy-
sis, the lowest bound on the lightest right-handed neutrino
is shown to be around 2 GeV.We have also found nontrivial
upper bounds on the right-handed neutrino masses because
of the presence of lighter neutrinos below the resonant mass
which partially wash out the asymmetry generated by the
resonant pair. The mixing of the sterile and active neutrinos
lies within the seesaw expectation; although the regime
within the sensitivity of DUNE is in tension with the BBN
constraints. Future experiments designed to reach the
seesaw line would be able to verify our model.
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APPENDIX A: OTHER VARIANTS OF THE VEV
hφBi0 ≡ ðb1;b2;b3Þ

The seesaw parameters relevant for leptogenesis are the
right-handed neutrino masses Mi and the neutrino Yukawa

FIG. 10. Effective mass parameter jmββj given by Eq. (53). The
superscripts (a) and (aþ s) denote the contribution coming from
only active, and both active and sterile neutrinos, respectively. The
former has an ambiguity in magnitude and sign (see text for
details), thus yielding four cases. The upper (lower) horizontal line
corresponds to jmββjðaÞ ¼ 27.12 meV (jmββjðaÞ ¼ 10.70 meV).
For f > 4, the contribution from the sterile neutrinos become
important, and can become as large as Oð10Þ meV near f ¼ 10.
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matrix Yν. In this section we discuss how these parameters
vary as we consider the three following VEVs:
(i) ðb1; b2; b2Þ≡ bð1; f; 1Þ, (ii) ðb1; b2; b2Þ≡ bðf; 1; 1Þ,
and (iii) ðb1; b2; b2Þ≡ bð1; 1; fÞ.
In Sec. IV we discussed case (i). For the Majorana matrix

M in Eq. (7), case (ii) and (iii) are related to case (i) in the
following way,

MðiiÞ ¼ P13MðiÞP13; MðiiiÞ ¼ P23MðiÞP23; ðA1Þ

where the superscript withM denotes the Majorana matrix
for the three cases mentioned above, and Pjk are the
permutation matrices that exchanges row j with row k,

P13 ≡

0
BBB@

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

1
CCCA; P23 ≡

0
BBB@

1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

1
CCCA: ðA2Þ

From the Takagi factorizationM ¼ UmDmUT
m, this implies

that the eigenvalues of the Majorana matrix in Eq. (41)
remain the same, but the unitary matrix Um in Eq. (42) is
transformed as

UðiiÞ
m ¼ P13U

ðiÞ
m ; UðiiiÞ

m ¼ P23U
ðiÞ
m : ðA3Þ

The superscript with Um indicate which of the three cases it
represents.
The neutrino-Yukawa matrix Yν is defined in Eq. (20),

where Um should be the appropriate unitary matrix for
each case and Yð0Þ is calculated from Eq. (39) with
the corresponding VEV. Explicitly calculating the
Hermitian matrix Y†

νYν, we find that cases (i) and (ii) yield
the same result as in Eq. (43), but case (iii) is slightly
different,

YðiiÞ†
ν YðiiÞ

ν ¼ YðiÞ†
ν YðiÞ

ν ; ðA4Þ

YðiiiÞ†
ν YðiiiÞ

ν ¼ bfmν

v2

0
BBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 0

� 1
2

�
1 − f3−f−

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p
f2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p
�

−i
ffiffi
2

p ðf2−1Þ
f2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p iβ
f

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p þ 2

r
þ f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

f2þ8
p

r �

� � 1
2

�
1þ f3−fþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p
f2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p
�

β
f

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 − 2fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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p
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− f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f2þ8

p þ 1

r �

� � � 6β2

1
CCCCCCCCCA
; ðA5Þ

where � denotes the complex conjugate of corresponding
transposed elements. Equation (A5) for case (iii) is iden-
tical to Eq. (43) for cases (i) and (ii), except for the off-
diagonal elements in the fourth row and fourth column.
However, the only real off-diagonal element is still the (34)
element, similar to Eq. (43). Hence, the only relevant
quasidegeneracy for resonant leptogenesis remains to be
M3 ≃M4.
Due to the changes in Yν and Y†

νYν, leptogenesis
parameters like CP asymmetry, branching ratios, decay
parameters, etc. are quantitatively different in cases (ii) and
(iii) compared to case (i) discussed in Secs. V and IV. In
Figs. 11 and 12 we show the parameters ε3α, ε4α, and
P1αK1, P2αK2 for cases (ii) and (iii).
Qualitatively, from Fig. 11, we see that the dominant CP

asymmetry parameters for cases (ii) and (iii) are in the e
and τ flavors similar to case (i) as shown in Fig. 2.
Regarding the decay parameters, for f ≫ 1 where
M2 ≪ M1;3;4, the relevant washout effects are from N2

as shown in Figs. 12(b) and 12(d). From these plots, we see

that washout effects are strong in all the flavors P2αK2 ≫ 1
for all α for cases (ii) and (iii); similar to Fig. 6 for case (i).
Hence, one will obtain an upper bound on the right-handed
neutrino mass spectrum.
For f ≪ 1 where M1 ≪ M2;3;4, the relevant washout

effects are from N1. In this case, we see there is always one
flavor asymmetry NΔα in which the washout is not
effective. For case (ii) [Fig. 12(a)], NΔμ does not suffer
washout while for case (iii) [Fig. 12(c)], NΔe suffers very
mild washout. Compared to case (i) [Fig. 6(a)], it is NΔτ
which survives. Hence there will not be upper bound on the
right-handed neutrino mass spectrum.
Regarding the active neutrino-N2 mixing for cases (ii)

and (iii), they are similar to those of case (i) as presented in
Fig. 9. As for active neutrino-N1 mixing, there is an
interesting correlation where the largest mixing is for those
with smallest P1α

K1. For case (i), the one with the largest
mixing is with the tau flavor neutrino, for case (ii) it is with
the muon-flavor neutrino, while for case (iii) it is with the
electron neutrino.
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FIG. 12. Decay parameter times branching ratio as a function of f at resonance for the plots (a), (b) ðb1; b2; b3Þ≡ bðf; 1; 1Þ and (c),
(d) ðb1; b2; b3Þ≡ bð1; 1; fÞ. The asymmetry generated by N3 and N4 at resonance is partially washed out by N1 and N2, and for
M1;2 ≪ M3;4, is proportional to e−PiαKi .
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FIG. 11. CP asymmetry parameters at the resonance M3 ≃M4 for the plots (a) ðb1; b2; b3Þ≡ bðf; 1; 1Þ and
(b) ðb1; b2; b3Þ≡ bð1; 1; fÞ. The sum of the flavored CP asymmetries is zero,

P
α εiα ¼ 0, and hence unflavored leptogenesis is

not successful in this model [45]. At f ¼ 1, the individual flavor components vanish.
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APPENDIX B: DENSITY MATRIX EQUATIONS
FOR LEPTOGENESIS

At T > Mi, the effects from distinguishing between the
two helicity states N and N̄ as well as scatterings could be
relevant. This could be the case when we consider the mass

scale of N smaller than the EW sphalerons freeze-out
temperature Mi ≲ Tsph ∼ 131.7 GeV. In this regime, we
use the density matrix equations adapted from Ref. [23] in
the basis where the Majorana mass matrix Dm ≡
diagðM1;M2;M3;M4Þ is real and diagonal.

zH
dNN

dz
¼ −i½hHi; NN � −

1

2
hγð0ÞifY†

νYν; NN − N̂eq
N g −

1

2
hγ̃ð0ÞifDmYT

νY�
νDm;NN − N̂eq

N g

þ hγð1aÞiNeq
N Y

†
νμYν − hγ̃ð1aÞiNeq

NDmYT
ν μY�

νDm þ 1

2
hγð1bÞifY†

νμYν; NNg

−
1

2
hγ̃ð1bÞifDmYT

ν μY�
νDm;NNg; ðB1Þ

zH
dNN̄

dz
¼ −i½hHTi; NN̄ � −

1

2
hγð0ÞifYT

νY�
ν; NN̄ − N̂eq

N g −
1

2
hγ̃ð0ÞifDmY

†
νYνDm; NN̄ − N̂eq

N g

− hγð1aÞiNeq
N Y

T
ν μY�

ν þ hγ̃ð1aÞiNeq
NDmY

†
νμYνDm −

1

2
hγð1bÞifYT

ν μY�
ν; NN̄g

þ 1

2
hγ̃ð1bÞifDmY

†
νμYνDm; NN̄g; ðB2Þ

zHNnor dμΔα

dz
¼ −½hγð0ÞiðYνNNY

†
ν − Y�

νNN̄Y
T
ν Þ þ hγ̃ð0ÞiðY�

νDmNN̄DmYT
ν − YνDmNNDmY

†
νÞ

− 2hγð1aÞiNeq
N μYνY

†
ν − 2hγ̃ð1aÞiNeq

N μY
�
νD2

mYT
ν − hγð1bÞiμðYνNNY

†
ν þ Y�

νNN̄Y
T
ν Þ

−hγ̃ð1bÞiμðY�
νDmNN̄DmYT

ν þ YνDmNNDmY
†
νÞ�αα; ðB3Þ

where H ¼ H0 þ V is the Hamiltonian including the
potential from Yukawa interactions V, z ¼ mref=T with
mref an arbitrary mass scale, Nnor ¼ π2

6ζð3Þ and the Hubble

rate in a radiation-dominated universe is given by

H ¼ 1.66
ffiffiffiffiffi
g⋆

p m2
ref

z2MPl
; ðB4Þ

with MPl ¼ 1.22 × 1019 GeV, and we will consider the
effective relativistic degrees of freedom as fixed to be g⋆ ¼
106.75 (including the four relativisticN, g⋆ ¼ 113.75which
gives only negligible effect) sincewe only considerT > Tsph.
We have also defined μ≡ −diagðμΔe

; μΔμ
; μΔτ

Þ where the
μΔα is the chemical potential related to B=3 − Lα charge
normalized by temperature T (order of one spectator effects
[99] have been neglected). Both NN and NN̄ are 4 × 4
symmetric matrices of their respective number densities
normalized by the photon density in the family space of N.
Since the equations will be applied in the regime where

Mi ≲ Tsph, we will take N
eq
N ¼ 3=8 assuming relativistic N

with one degree of freedom (in the classical Boltzmann
equations in Sec. III, there is an additional factor of two
since we have summed over the two spin degrees of
freedom). Nevertheless, the decays of the resonant pairs
are crucial for generating asymmetry (in the case of thermal

initial abundance of Ni) and in order to describe this effect,
we take N̂eq

N ¼ diagðNeq
N1
; Neq

N2
; Neq

N3
; Neq

N4
Þ with

Neq
Ni

¼ 1

4ζð3ÞT3

Z
∞

Mi

dE
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
E2 −M2

i

q
EfeqN ; ðB5Þ

where feqN ¼ ðexp ðE=TÞ þ 1Þ−1 is the equilibrium phase-
space distribution of N and we have approximated the N
mass basis to be that of the vacuum (this is reasonable for
our model where neutrino-Yukawa couplings are small). In
our model, asymmetry from decay of the nonresonant pairs
N1 and N2 are subdominant and this is confirmed by taking
Neq

N1
¼ Neq

N2
¼ 3=8 without changing the results.

The thermal averaged rate is defined as

hγi ¼
R
d3pγfeqNR
d3pfeqN

: ðB6Þ

In the regime whereM ≲ Tsph, N is relativistic T ≫ M and
we obtain

hH0i ¼
r
2
diagðM2

1;M
2
2;M

2
3;M

2
4Þ; ðB7Þ

hVi ¼ rT2

8
Y†Y; ðB8Þ
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hγðiÞi ¼ rT2

128π
γðiÞ; ðB9Þ

where r≡ π2

18ζð3ÞT and

γðiÞ ¼ ai½cðiÞLPMþy2t c
ðiÞ
Q þð3g2þg02ÞðcðiÞV − lnð3g2þg02ÞÞ�;

ðB10Þ

γ̃ðiÞ ¼ aic
ðiÞ
1→2; ðB11Þ

with a0 ¼ 2a1a ¼ 4a1b ¼ 1. For the coefficients, we
will ignore the mild temperature dependence and fix

them as Ref. [23] using cðiÞLPMðT ¼ 104 GeVÞ as the
reference value,

cð0ÞLPM ¼ 4.22; cð0ÞQ ¼ 2.57; cð0ÞV ¼ 3.17; cð0Þ1→2 ¼ 0.86=T2;

cð1aÞLPM ¼ 3.56; cð1aÞQ ¼ 3.10; cð1aÞV ¼ 3.83; cð1aÞ1→2 ¼ 20.4=T2;

cð1bÞLPM ¼ 4.77; cð1bÞQ ¼ 2.27; cð1bÞV ¼ 2.89; cð1bÞ1→2 ¼ 20.4=T2: ðB12Þ

The SM gauge couplings run as

gðΛÞ ¼
�
1

g20
þ 19

48π2
ln

Λ
mZ

�
−1=2

; ðB13Þ

g0ðΛÞ ¼
�

1

ðg00Þ2
þ 41

48π2
ln

Λ
mZ

�
−1=2

; ðB14Þ

where at Λ ¼ πT ¼ mZ the couplings are given by g0 ¼
0.652 and g00 ¼ 0.357.

The final B − L asymmetry is given by

Nf
B−L ¼ Nnor

X
α

μΔαðzf ¼ mref=TsphÞ; ðB15Þ

and is related to the present day baryon asymmetry
normalized by photon density as in Eq. (35),

ηB ≃ 1.28 × 10−2Nf
B−L: ðB16Þ
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